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By J. E. Parker and J. B. Rodgers

QPEN
TYPE LAYING HOUSES and

cages made their appearance in
western Oregon in 1949. Today, open
houses of various sizes and shapes are
scattered about the area west of the
Cascade Mountains from Portland to
Grants Pass and Medford.

Open type housing is not new. For
years poultrymen in southern Cali-
fornia and the Hawaiian Islands have
housed their laying birds in outdoor
wire cages.

The most common type of cage in
California, the individual t3zpe cage,
however, is the least prevalent in Ore-
gon. The community cage house, with
a number of units holding from 10 to
25 birds each, and the colony type open
house, holding from 50 to 200 or more
layers per unit, are the most prevalent
in this State. Probably more of the in-
dividual cages will be constructed in
the future if interest in open housing
continues.

Are open houses suited to Oregon?
Because western Oregon has mild

winters with little below freezing
weather (see Appendix), open type
houses and cages give good results in
this area. Poultryrnen who have both
open type cages and conventional lay-
ing houses find that on a year-around
basis egg production compares favor-

owest temperature of minus I F. occurred
recorded Fehruary 2 and 3, respectively.

ably in open and closed houses. Results
of trials at the Oregon Agricultural
Experiment Station at Corvallis also
show this favorable comparison (table
1, page 14).

The mild winters of southwestern
Oregon are well suited to open hous-
ing. It is very popular in Douglas
County. It is not confined to this sec-
tion, however, for open houses are be-
ing operated successfully in the north-
western part of the State from Salem
to Portland.

Because of lower temperatures, the
use of open houses and cages east of
the Cascades would be questionable.
Open houses are not suited to windy
locations; layers will not perform satis-
factorily when exposed to the wind.

Production declines in cold weather
Observations have shown that rate

of laying in open houses will decline
when layers are exposed to several
days or longer of below freezing
weather. Freezing temperatures will
bring about a quicker decline in pro-
duction with layers in open cages than
with layers in more protected conven-
tional houses; in some instances, how-
ever, layers in open houses have re-
turned to normal production more
rapidly as the weather became warmer.

\Iery low temperatures* experienced
on January 31. Temperatures of H and U F. ,vere
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at Corvallis during January and early
February, 1950, caused egg production
rate of Leghorn pullets to decline from
70 per cent to 22 per cent (figure
1). When the average weekly mini-
mum temperature dropped below 32°F.,
egg production declined sharply. As
the average weekly minimum tempera-
tures declined, egg production declined.
Following a low of 18° F. for the last
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week in January, egg production was
22 per cent. When the average weekly
minimum temperature rose above
32°F. egg production increased. Ex
amination of the results in figure 1

shows that at average weekly minimum
temperatures of 33° to 42° and at av-
erage weekly mean temperatures of
39° to 48°, egg production was main-
tained at a high level.
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Figure 1. Effect of low temperatures on rate of lay of leghorn pullets in outside individual cages,
December 1949 to March 1950, Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station.
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During this period of unusually low
temperatures a few of the pullets had
the points of their combs frosted, but
the incidence and degree of frost in-
jury was less than in many pens of
conventional open-front houses.

Advantages of open housing
The relatively low initial cost of

open housing, particularly the colony
and the community cage types, and the
simplicity of construction appeal to
many poultrymen. \'Vire cages solve
the wet litter problem; litter cost is
eliminated.

Many poultrymen find that chore
labor required in caring for the layers
is reduced by using open housing,
especially with units that are equipped
with mechanical feeders.

Since open cages have sloped floors,
the eggs roll out into an egg collector
trough or basket. It is not necessary
to gather eggs more than once a day
under usual weather conditions.

Chickens on wire do not have con-
tact with droppings or contaminated
soil. They are less troubled, therefore,
with some of the common intestinal
diseases and parasites such as coccid-
iosis and roundworms.

Broody hens are not as much a prob-
1cm in open houses with wire floors as
they are in regular houses. Some
strains and crossbreeds that are prob-
lems from the broodiness standpoint
under ordinary conditions perform
satisfactorily in open cages.

Disadvantages of open housing
As already pointed out, layers in

open cages are more affected by sud-
den or severe drops. in temperature
and by wind than are layers kept in
regular houses. V\Jatering systems for
layers in open housing must be pro-
tected from below freezing tempera-
tures.

In hot weather the birds need some
protection from direct sunshine. In
the southern part of the State it may be
necessary to provide a sprinkler system
to protect birds from very high sum-
mer temperatures.

Fly control is a serious problem,
especially for the poultryman in sub-
urban areas with neighbors close by.
The fly breeding problem around cage
plants is definitely not solved. Feather
or wire mites are sometimes a problem.

With the exception of individual
cages, feather picking is aggravated by
keeping chickens on wire. The use of
mechanical antipick devices, or de-

beaking, assists in curbing this vice.
More dirty eggs are produced dur-

ing the damp winter months. Brushing
dust and dirt off wire floors and egg
collector baskets or troughs, however,
will aid considerably in reducing the
number of "wire-marked" eggs.

Not suited for producing hatching eggs
Open type housing, particularly the

individual and community cages are
not well suited to the production of
hatching eggs. The only practical
means of fertilizing hens in individual
cages is by artificial insemination
which requires a certain amount of
skill and labor. With community cages
holding from 10 to 25 females per unit,
1 or 2 males are used. It is desirable
to svitch or alternate males in the
units at frequent intervals to increase
fertility of the eggs. This switching of
males is laborious, and even this prac-
tice will not permit the more fertile
males to compensate for poorer ones
as well as in flock matings.

Construction
Generally speaking "open-air" hous-

ing refers to units of varying sizes
with wire floors, open sides of wire or
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lath, and a solid roof to protect the
birds from rain and sunshine. \'Vhile
individual cages are somewhat similar
in general construction features, com-
munity type and colony type cages
vary greatly. A type satisfactory for
one poultryman may not suit another.

Floors of open cages and houses
may be constructed of 1- by 2- or 1- by
4-inch welded vire of 124 or 14 gauge.
Sloping floors 4 to 2 inches to the
running foot will permit the eggs to
roll gently out of pens or cages into
egg collector troughs or baskets. Pur-
chasing welded wire 1 foot wider
than the width of the unit willallow
enough extra wire to form the egg col-
lector trough. While floors should be
of good construction they should not
be too solid or rigid; if they are, an
increased number of cracked eggs will
result.

Because of its insulating value,
aluminum is a satisfactory and com-
monly used material for roofing. Gal-
vanized iron, shingles, and composition
roofing are sometimes used. Roofs
should overhang the cages sufficiently

Figure 2. This 20- by 20-foot colony type "open-air" laying house was constructed at OSC in 1947.
Note the community nests in front and the spaced lath windbreak in back.
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to keep the droppings dry in the inter-
est of fly control. Additional overhang
or baffle boards (figure 5) to protect
layers from direct summer sun should
also be considered.

Posts sunk in the ground and wood
members close to the ground should
be treated with a wood preservative.

When frequent removal of the ma-
nure is desired the areas under the
cages or units should be concrete, but
under most conditions it is far more
satisfactory to have the droppings ac-
cumulate on the ground as it provides
better drainage.

It is usually best to locate open
houses or cages with their length run-
ning north and south. Layers on both
sides will receive some sunshine; drop-
pings will dry faster.

Plans for construction of colony,
community cage, and individual cage
types of open houses are available
upon request from the Poultry Hus-
bandrv Department, or from the Farm
Building Plan Service, Oregon State
College, Corvallis, Oregon.
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Figure 3. These community cages are the back-to-back type with 3- by 5-foot units. They will hold
15 layers per unit. Sloping floors permit eggs to roll out into egg troughs or baskets Community

cages may also be used for rearing pullets, a shown here.

Types of Open Houses
houses. Since more hens are housed
per unit, they can be flock mated with
several males. Some poultrymen obtain
high hatchability from breeders in
colony type open houses.
Disadvantages

Culling more difficult than in indi-
vidual or community cages.

Feather picking sometimes a prob-
1cm.

More labor required in caring for
birds. Chore work usually is not as
systematiZe(l with the colony unit as
with other types of open houses.

Operator required to work in the
open.

Community cage house
The community cage house consists

of rows of cages which are usually 3
feet deep and 5 to 10 feet long. In
some instances these cages are con-

Colony type house
Colony type open houses in the State

are of varying shapes and sizes. These
houses have wire or spaced-lath sides
with wire floors. They vary in depth
from 6 to 20 feet. From 50 to 200
layers may be housed in a unit. The
first "open-air" laying house built at
Oregon State College in 1947 was 20

by 20 feet in size (figure 2). Building
the houses 12 feet or less in depth
makes it easier to remove droppings.
In some houses floors have been sloped
from the middle so eggs will roll out,
while in other houses nests are used.

From 1-1 to 2 square feet of floor
space should be allowed each layer.
A dvantages

Least expensive type of open
house.

Better suited for hatching egg
production than other types of open

7



Figure 4. A lath-type community cage house buIt with a single row of units on each side of a
central alleyway.

structeci back-to-back. One common
type of cage house in Oregon has two
double rows of back-to-back cages.
with one double row on either side of
a central aisle or alleyway (figure 3).
This type of house is well suited for
use with a mechanical feeder. The feed
trough runs between the two rows of
adjoining cages enabling the layers
from both rows of cages to eat from
the one trough.

The house shown in figure 4 has a
single row of 3- x 5-feet cages on either
side of the alleyway. While this type of
house is not as well suited for a me-
chanical feeder, hand feeding and egg
collecting can be clone more efficiently
than with back-to-back type cages.
Also, water pipes are more accessible
for repairs or inspection.

It is a common practice to allow one
square foot of floor space per layer in
community cages.

A dvantages
Less labor required in caring for

the laying flock than in other types of

8

open houses. Community c a g e s
"streamline" the chores.

Community cages are relatively
inexpensivemore expensive than
colony type but less costly on a per
bird basis than individual cages.

Spot culling of nonlayers relative-
ly easy, particularly if cages are not too
large. For ease in catching birds, cages
should not exceed 3 by 6 feet.

Sloped floors more practical in
community cages than in wider colony
houses. 1vVhen eggs roll out of pens
into egg troughs they need to be col-
lectecl less frequently than from nests
except in very cold weather when
eggs may freeze.

Disadvantages
Culling of unprofitable producers

not as accurate as with individual
cages.

Not as well suited for hatching-
egg production as the colony type open
house or conventional house.

Feather picking or cannibalism
may be a problem.



Figure 5. Here is an outdoor-type individual cage house with one row of cages on each side of
the aisle. Cages range from 9 to 12 inches wide and are 16 to 18 inches deep. Baffle boards along
sides protect layers from afternoon sun and from heavy rains. Allowing droppings to form cones

encourages drying and discourages fly breeding.

In some cases birds have a tend-
ency to become flighty.

Individual cages
Individual cage units are 9 to 12

inches wide and usually 18 inches deep.
A common type of setup is to have
two rows of cages with an alleyway
down the center protected by a roof
usually about 10 feet wide (figure
5). Another arrangement is to have a
double tier of cages on each side of the
alley. The top tier may be placed to
the rear of the bottom tier so that
droppings of layers in the top cages
will clear the bottom cages.

Individual cages are also made in
the back-to-back type. Because only one
rear partition and one watering system
is required for the double row of cages
the cost per bird is reduced. A drip
trough under valve type waterers is cle-
sirable to keep leaky valves from drip-
ping water on droppings thus aggra-
vating the fly problem. Several rows of

back-to-back cages may be placed under
one roof. This usually (loes not result
in reducing the cost as wider structures
must be of sturdier construction.

Two birds are sometimes put in one
12- by 18-inch cage. This practice
greatly reduces the housing cost per
birdcutting it in half; but it elimi-
nates accurate egg production records.
In a few instances a Leghorn is caged
with a brown-egg breed, so that each
lien's eggs can be determined by their
color.

A dvantages
Accurate culling. There is no more

accurate way of determining the eggs
laid by individual hens.

Feather picking and cannibalism
is more easily controlled.

Death losses reduced by accurate
culling.

Backward or dominated pullets
perform more satisfactorily; the influ-

9



ence of the "social factor" is reduced.
Egg production may run a little

higher than in other types of open
houses because of accurate culling.

Replacements more satisfactorily
made than in other types of houses.
Because of disruption of the social
order, replacements (10 not perform
satisfactotii .'hen added to groups of
layers in one pen.

Since replacements can be made,
year-around brooding may be prac-
ticed for a more cOnstant rate of lay.

Rearing pullets
Success in any commercial egg plant

depends to a great extent on rearing an
adequate number of vigorous pullets
for replacements. Replacement pullets
for open houses and cages can be
range reared, grown in confinement by
floor management, or reared on wire.
Results over a six-year period at the
Oregon Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion show that pullets started in
brooder houses and later reared on
range perform satisfactorily when put
in open houses and cages with wire
floors. Pullets reared on wire also
have laid satisfactorily when housed in
wire cages.

Pullets should be housed at about
the time they start to lay. The combs
and wattles show redness and growth
a few weeks before egg laying com-
mences. This "combing-up" can be
used as an index of when to put the
pullets in their permanent laying quar-
ters.

Late - hatched replacement pullets
that are ready to be housed in the
winter months should be reared in
open type housesor if reared in
warmer protected quarters, they should
be gradually "hardened off" before ex-

10

Disadvantages
Most expensive type of open

housing to construct.
Not well suited to hatching-egg

production. Artificial insemination is
the only practical way of fertilizing
layers in individual cages.

Mechanical feeders more expen-
sive to install; fewer layers can utilize
each linear foot of feeder trough.

Labor required for chores may
exceed other types of open houses
since the birds are more spread out.

Operating Open Houses
posing them to cold weather. It is not
desirable to transfer laying birds from
conventional to open housing, especial-
ly after the onset of cold weather.

Soft-shelled eggs are often observed
at the onset of egg production. The
fact that these eggs fall through the
wire floor and accumulate underneath
tends to magnify the problem. As egg
production continues the number of
soft-shelled eggs will decrease. Pullets
that continue to lay soft-shelled eggs
should be culled.

When new pullets are added to cages
to replace unprofitable producers or
dead birds they should be kept to-
gether in one area of the house. Even
in individual cages sandwiching new
pullets between the "old timers" is
not the best practice, although it is
often done. In community cages all
pullets in a unit should be from the
same brood.

Water supply
Lack of water for even a short time

will cause hens to stop laying. A con-
stant supply of fresh, clean drinking
water is absolutely necessary for suc-
cess with layers in cages.

Two types of watering systems are



commonly used for caged layers: the
overhead drip-valve system and the
V-shaped trough.

The drip-valve system supplies clean
water. When it functions properly it
conserves water and on some farms
with a limited water supply this is
quite an advantage. It is necessary to
check this system routinely to make
certain that the valves in the nipples
and in the pressure-break tank are
functioning properly. The valve system
can be protected in cold weather by
wrapping with soil cable or heating
tape. Running an insulated heating dc-
ment or wire through the pipes to
which drip valves are attached is also
an effective means of protection. A
petcock at the end of the line that can
be opened during cold weather to allow
water to flow constantly also will aid in
preventing the system from fieezing.
Running \vater does not freeze rapidly.

The V-shaped trough is simple to
install and with a good water supply to
provide a constant flow of water it is
very efficient. The V-troughs should
have 1 1" sides and be leveled to supply
V' to " of water. A disadvantage of
the system is that some effort will be
required to keep the troughs clean and
level.

A watering system should be easily
accessible to the operator. It is best on
the top or side of the cages. When
the pipe or trough must run through
the cages, plan so that it can be easily
removed for repair or cleaning with-
out greatly disturbing the birds or. ex-
tending the operator's patience.

Feeding layers
Results of three years' investiga-

tions at the Oregon Agricultural Ex-
periment Station show that Leghorn
pullets lay equally well when fed either
an all-mash or mash and scratch grain
ration (table 2, page 15). During the

1949-50 laying year the mash-scratch
fed layers laid the best, but for 1950-
51 and 1.951-32 the all-mash layers
laid a little better. As previously
pointed out (figure 1) the all-mash
birds did not lay as well during the un-
usually cold weather of 1950. In the
trials one group received a ration of
approximately 40 per cent by weight
of scratch grains and 60 per cent of a
20 per cent protein laying mash. The
other group received an all-mash ra-
tion made up of 40 per cent of the
same scratch grains ground and incor-
porated with 60 per cent of the 20 tier
cent protein mash. Layers fed the all-
mash ration required a little more
feed to produce a dozen eggs.

Layers in open houses and cages
with wire floors must be fed a coni-
plete ration as they have little or no
opportunity to supplement it. A well
balanced mash is required. Oystershell
and insoluble grit may be sprinkled on
top of the mash in the troughs every
few days or they can be included in
the mash mixture. 1vVith layers in col-
ony or community cages the shell and
grit may be fed in separate containers.
'vVhen certain types of mechanical
feeders are used the grit should not be
mixed with the mash but fed sepa-
rately. A mechanical feeder can be a
problem if it fails in a cage operation.

Layers in open cages are usually fed
once a day when an all-mash ration is
fed. With a mash-scratch grain ration
an additional feeding will be required,
the scratch usually being fed in the
late afternoon. It does not make a
great deal of difference at what par-
ticular time of day the layers are fed,
but they should be fed at the same time
every day. Regularity in feeding is
important. It is good management to
let birds clean out the feeders every
few days as this insures a fresh supply
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Figure 6. Outdoor or "sunshine" brooder is useful in brooding chicks for replacement in cage
operations. Infrared bulbs are used in brooder for heat.

of feed which encourages feed con-
sumption. Do not fill feeders too full
and waste feed.

Artificial lights
Layers in open houses and cages

respond to artificial lighting in the
same way as layers in regular houses.
Providing artificial lighting during fall
and winter months is necessary to hold
egg production up when the day
lengths are short. Use enough artificial
light to provide a minimum of 13 or
14 hours of total light in each 24-hour
period. Artificial lighting is usually
started in September and discontinued
in April. Although the light need not
be intense it is necessary for it to shine
on the layers. An automatic time switch
is a practical piece of poultry equip-
ment.

Fly control
Experience at Oregon State College

and elsewhere has shown that flies are
a problem with open type wire-floored
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houses or cages. When such units are
located in suburban areas and close to
dwellings, flies must be controlled in
the interest of public health. It has been
demonstrated that poultrymen cannot
depend on sprays alone to do a good
job of controlling flies. Residual type
sprays such as DDT and BHC often
do a good job for a year or so but re-
sult in the building up of resistant
strains of flies. Knock-clown sprays
such as pyrethrum kill flies, but they
are 'relatively expensive and have no
residual or lasting effect. Poison baits
and various types of fly traps will de-
stroy some flies but such measures
alone cannot be depended upon for
adequate control. You cannot kill flies
faster than they can reproduce in a
favorable environment.

Fly control must be directed toward
preventing flies from reproducing as
well as toward killing the adults. Wet
or clamp poultry manure provides a
fertile breeding ground for flies. Flies
do not reproduce in dry manure. You



may reduce moisture in poultry manure
if you:

Prevent leakage from watering
systems from coming in contact with
manure.

Do not feed a laxative ration.
Mashes containing excessive amounts
of salt, whey, molasses, and certain
other feedstuffs are conducive to loose
or watery droppings.

Remove some of the soil under
the cages if it does not drain readily;
replace the soil with sand or gravel to
allow any excess water to drain away
rapidly.

Have sufficient overhang of roof
to keep rain off manure.

Encourage greater circulation of
air over droppings to reduce moisture
by:

Removing any obstructions in-
cluding weeds to free movement
of air over manure.
Using 1" by 4" boards under
cages to break up droppings for
greater aeration.
Allowing manure to "cone-up" on
a dry base. Droppings spread
around the cone dry out more

rapidly since they are exposed
to air.

Controlling external parasites
Feather mites or northern fowl

mites at times infest chickens in open
houses. Sparrows act as hosts for these
mites and are a common means by
which the mites are brought in. In
habit these insects are more like lice
than thites in that they stay on the
birds night and day. Infestations of
these mites have been controlled on
layers in open cages at the Oregon
Agricultural Experiment Station by
spraying the layers from underneath
with a solution of 1 part of "Blackleaf
40" (40% nicotine sulfate) and 10
parts water. Use this spray cautiously
because if the birds inhale too much of
the spray, it is toxic. Do not spray
birds in closed quarters. Another meth-
od is to apply small amounts of
"Blackleaf 40" to the feathers of the
vent region with a small brush. Do not
apply to skin as it causes irritation.

The above treatment also is effective
against lice. Ordinary red mites are
controlled by thoroughly cleaning the
equipment and spraying with a good
oil poultry house spray. The oil must
penetrate all cracks and crevices.

Figure 7. Two methods are used to protect. valve-type watering systems from freezing. They are
wrapping pipe with heating tape, and placing a petcock at the end of pipe line to drain system or

to provide a flow.
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Weather in western Oregon
At Corvallis, which is fairly repre-

sentative of the Willamette Valley, the
average annual temperature is 52° F.
and ranges from 66 in July to 39 in
January. The average maximum tem-
perature is 75 in September and 45 in
January, while the average minimum
temperature ranges from 33 in Janu-
ary to 51 for August.

Temperatures along the coast never
go as low as zero and only rarely ever
reach 100 degrees. In the Willamette
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November to Ju'y.

In the above trials no culling was practiced and no replacements \vere made.

Appendix
Valley a few degrees may be added to
each extreme, but even here tempera-
tures of zero or lower have only oc-
curred 1 or 2 times during 80 years
of record, and those above 90 degrees
occurred on an average of only 6 to 8
times a year. In the \'\Jillamette Valley
the average temperatures range from
38 in January to 66 in July. In south-
ern Oregon the January temperatures
run up to 3 degrees higher while at
coast points average January tempera-
tures range from 41 to 46 degrees.

Table 1. EGG PRODUCTION AND MORTALITY OF WHITE LEGHORN PULLETS
HOUSED IN OPEN AND CONVENTIONAL HOUSES

Type of Housing Layers Laying Mortality
jVuniber Per cent Per cent

December 1949-July 1950
Colony type open house 178 52.0 32.6
Community cage open house 87 55.5 19.5
Outside individual cages 96 59.4 22.9
Conventional house, 20 by 20 foot 123 SP.4 18.8
Inside individual cages* 36 57.7 38.9

September 1950-July 1951
Colony type open house 221 50.5 38.9
Community cage house 60 56.2 33.3
Outside individual cages 96 54,9 31.3
Conventional house, 20 by 20 foot 130 59.8 34.6

September 1951-July 1952
Colony type open house 155 54.8 28.4
Community cage house 60 54.4 36.7
Outside individual cages 96 53.2 16.7
Conventional house, 20 by 20 foot 132 56.4 23.5



Table 2. ALL-MASH versus MASH AND SCRATCH GiN RATiONS FOR LAYERS
IN OUTSIDE INDIVIDUAL CAGES

Egg production Feed per dozen eggs
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'Year All-mash Mash-grain Al I-mash

Pen ndc

Mash-grain

Per cent Per cent Pounds
1949-50 56.2 61.6 6.6 5.9
1950-51 58.9 51.2 6.1 6.5
1951-52 53.7 52.6 3.9 5.4
Averages 56,2 54.7 6.17 5.92


